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RACHAEL VS. GUY CELEBRITY COOK-OFF 
Season One (2011) – Episode Descriptions 

 
Premiering Sunday, January 1st at 9pm ET/PT – SEASON PREMIERE! 
“Celebrity Food Festival” 
Rachael Ray and Guy Fieri welcome eight celebrity contestants to the first ever Celebrity Cook-Off! The competition 
begins immediately as Rachael and Guy pick their teams, and after teams are picked it’s time to get the party started 
as the teams must throw a food festival and each celebrity must cook one dish that serves 150 people. At the end of 
the festival the bottom two celebrities compete in a sudden death challenge, and one celeb isn’t cut out for the 
culinary world and is eliminated from the competition. 
 
Premiering Sunday, January 8th at 9pm ET/PT  
“Let Them Eat Cake” 
This week, Rachael and Guy sweeten things up when they challenge the seven remaining celebrity contestants to a 
dessert-making contest. Each team must create four desserts, including one with a secret savory ingredient. The 
treats will be judged by 13 pastry students and instructors from a professional culinary institute. A surprising 
evaluation from the pastry chefs puts Rachael and Guy in a tough position, but they must decide which celebrities 
performed the weakest. Finally, the bottom two competitors are chosen to go head-to-head in the elimination 
challenge.  
 
Premiering Sunday, January 15th at 9pm ET/PT  
“Chopping Block” 
Chopped judges Alex Guarnaschelli, Marcus Samuelsson, and Scott Conant are stepping into the Cook-Off kitchen 
to judge the remaining six celebrities as they go head-to-head in one-on-one battles. Each team is put on the 
chopping block when the celebrities are challenged to cook their version of a judge’s signature dish. In the end, the 
judges pick the winners of each challenge leaving two surprising front runners to compete in the elimination 
challenge. One celeb doesn’t make the cut and is “chopped” from the competition. 
 
Premiering Sunday, January 22nd at 9pm ET/PT  
“Lunch Cart Showdown” 
With five celebrity contestants remaining, it is time for Rachael and Guy to wheel out the next challenge. The celebs 
discover that each team will operate their own curb-side lunch cart to serve more than one hundred New York City 
pedestrians. The customer is always right, and in this challenge the patrons will decide which lunch cart was able to 
serve up the more delectable lunch to determine the winner. Then, the bottom two celebrities battle it out in a sudden 
death elimination challenge to decide who remains in the competition.  
 
Premiering Sunday, January 29th at 9pm ET/PT  
“Friends and Family Favorites” 
Things get personal this week when Rachael and Guy invite their closest friends and family over for an intimate 
supper club catered by the four remaining celebrity contestants. Each contestant prepares a family-style meal for the 
table to be judged by the hosts nearest and dearest.  The winners are picked to go onto the finale and compete for 
the coveted prize of $50,000 for their charity. Two celebrities are eliminated in this round, but the bottom two will 
have a chance compete in the “last chance challenge” to earn some last minute money for their charities before they 
get sent home for good. 
 
 
 
 
 
Premiering Sunday, January 29th at 10pm ET/PT 
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“Restaurant Battle” 
In the final round of Rachael vs. Guy: Celebrity Cook-Off, the two remaining celebrity contestants face the toughest 
challenge yet. Each will open up their very own restaurant where they will design everything from the menu to the 
theme and décor in one day. With the help of surprise partners, each restaurant serves a packed house full of hungry 
guests including Tim and Nina Zagat, founders of the Zagat Restaurant Guide. The Zagat’s reveal the winner with 
one celebrity contestant earning the $50,000 grand prize for charity.  
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